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Round 1

1. Democracy
and audit

Idea description Trust in government

Connect our audit work with our
status as auditors in a democracy

Innovate

Point out the paradox in our work and carry
out research about it and tell this story/
paradox to the public (transparency)!

Main message Communicate with the public about our work

Our legitimacy, expertise and paradox

Challenges Example: SAIs try to make the system trustworthy

We do this by exposing politicians as untrustworthy

Country
United Kingdom

2. Performance audit
methods

Idea description

How to use big data for more
sophisticated and better accepted
audits

Innovate

Innovations Big data

Limitations

Quality/ reliability of data

Type of data - input vs outcome

Privacy

Challenges Can we push governments to collect
appropriate/ useful data?

Country
European Court of Auditors

3. Ethics as an
audit topic

Idea description
Why & how auditing conflicts of interest

Innovate
Why? Transparency

Accountability

Risk analysis

Prevention tool

Main message
Do prevention tools exist?

What is the effectiveness of the tool

Evaluate the ethical policy of organisation

Challenges

SAIs should conduct research on
ethical issues in order to increase
social impact of its work

Country
Portugal

4. Internal
control
frameworks

Idea
description

SAI helps pubic institutions to strengthen
their internal control frameworks

Innovate

By developing guidelines for
developing those frameworks

(added benefit: SAI control & internal
control AUGN & complement each other)

Challenges

Varying ideas on internal control from
institution to institution

Different legal frameworks

Varying scope of internal control

Best practices
Share experiences into SAI context

Organise debate with SAI & public institution

Develop questionnaire to learn about
experiences with this approach

Country
Poland

5. Worldwide SAIs

Idea description
Implementing ISSAIS world wide

Innovate World wide standards for all

Let's discuss SAIs

Main message Implementing ISSAIs can restrict and
improve innovation

Challenges Political system

Find room for innovation

Best practices Use selection of ISSAIs
Cherry picking

Or more efficient

Use ISSAIs more flexible

Country
Norway and Cameroon



Round 2

1. Auditing
policy-making
process

Idea description How to create better regulations for
auditing policy-making process?

Innovate

Why: improve the law-making process
indirectly which can help in evaluations/
performance audits at a later stage

Challenges
Are there obligated tests
(effectiveness etc) being done?

Are alternatives being evaluated?

Country
Finland

2. Improvements in
performance audits

Idea description
How to make shorter reports

More Focused

Conducted in less time

Innovate
Standardization helps to accomplish goals

Main message
Factors leading
to change

Complaints of parliament (about thick reports)

INAO not known by public - visibility/ legitimacy

New directors, no new Auditor General

Peer reviews help to improve

Challenges
Focus! Focus! Focus!

Do not get distracted

Carry out a new audit when a related topic pops up

Country
Iceland

3. Auditing from a
citizen’s perspective

Idea description Attention for the story behind the
figures case studies

Innovate
Not only look at policy and figures

Also look at citizens who are the
'users' of policy

Look at people not only as citizens but also as clients

Main message
Talk to citizens

Challenges

Do research that is relevant for
people/ citizens

Have attention for material and
immaterial aspects

Best practices

Court of audit Kosovo conducted
research how long people had to wait
in hospitals

Country The Netherlands, Kafka Brigade

See: http://www.kafkabrigade.nl/?hl=en_US

4. Showcases: IT
in audit

Idea description
To perform SAIs work

Quicker

Cheaper

Better

Innovate

By developing an electronic tool
(called electronic Rendering of
accounts 'ERA') through which public
institution submits accounts benefit

1. Easily stored

2. Harmonized accounts

3. Timely

4. Higher quality

5. Info can partly be analysed and
reported on automatically

Challenges
Resistance by public institutions
because of worry for more work

Organize debate with public institutions

Best practices
Trial test of tool

Monitoring

Evaluation

Development of software in-house

Cheaper & quicker response

Country
Portugal

5. Improving ethics
within SAIs

6. Serious
gaming
(round 1 & 2)



Round 2

1. Auditing
policy-making
process

2. Improvements in
performance audits

3. Auditing from a
citizen’s perspective

4. Showcases: IT
in audit

5. Improving ethics
within SAIs

Check out Twitter

@tone_at_the_top
Https://twitter.com/tone_at_the_top

Video on ethics ;) Http://youtu.be/loXqK6D6lbk

Report Http://t.co/pUweJ7JKD6

@_collegiality Https://twitter.com/_collegiality

Avoid fights:
Http://pic.twitter.com/kny5uj3CRc

Good relationships
among colleagues Http://youtu.be/rW30IxjeapQ

Cooperation essential to reach your goal
Http://t.co/B2nfRut3Ed

Respect
Http://t.co/2GWy5V4SWy

Bad mood
Http://t.co/p9OF1UaNza

@fair_treatment Https://twitter.com/fair_treatment Fair treatment for people with disabilities Http://youtu.be/Qb36s1wAM0k

@values_norms Https://twitter.com/values_norms Management should be role models

6. Serious
gaming
(round 1 & 2)

Idea description
Improving team work

Hard
Time

Money

Soft

Satisfaction

Creativity

Unity

Innovate

Leadership:

Emergent

Shared

Alternating leadership

Initiative Explore: trial and error

Don't be afraid, feeling safe

Good communications:

Listening

Sharing

Checking

Challenges
Adopt level of the game/
work to the player

Too high: stressed

Too low: boring

Country
The Netherlands, Delft Technical University



Round 3

1. Innovative reporting
in audits

Idea descriptionUse of visuals (graphics, images) in
publications of SAIs

Innovate
Use of less text, more illustrations (visuals)

Main message

It makes it more interesting and
easier to understand the message

It helps you to focus

Sometimes pictures say more than words

Challenges
Convince top management

Have the right mindset

Know who is your audience

Find balance between visuals and text

Best practices
Use of cartoon in annual report

Put summary of report with visuals in newspaper

Use of famous cartoonist, so people
recognise cartoon

Country
The Netherlands

2. Go green:
environmental
auditing

Idea description

Make environmental auditing
stronger by working together and
with a common audit framework

Coordinated audit example
Adapting to climate change; are
governments prepared?

Methods to do a coordinated audit

Innovate

1 matrix/ framework helps the
cooperation between SAIs

2 compare approaches in different
countries which helps the policy
maker and makes the audit stronger

Same audit to compare

Apply

Start from top

Possibilities for improvement

Geo-mapping

Focus groups

Statistical analysis

Historical data

Use WGEA guide

CountryEUROSAI - Working Group on
Environmental Auditing

3. Combating fraud
through (IT) audit

Idea descriptionTo decrease the amount of physical
controls by customs

Innovate

By adding audit info on

Goods

Trader

Declaration

Supply chain

In the risk assessment

Audit info on the trader and/ or
supply chain is added to the risk
assessment > less physical control

Challenges

Every stakeholder talks in
different language (codes)

Seller

Buyer

Customs

Trader

Supplier

Stakeholders do not want to share info

Stakeholders have own IT-systems

Best practicesDevelop IT-system that
1 harmonizes language

2 stakeholders can only access info
that they actually are entitled to

Country
Dutch Customs

4. Follow the money!

Idea description
Design a plan to fight the financial fog

InnovateDevelop open spending in your SAI:

First, be self transparent before you
can tell others to be transparent

ChallengesConvince colleagues, managers, etc

Control risks: explain the data

Best practices
Use visuals

Convince colleagues with brainstorm
sessions, workshops

Pilot

Country
The Netherlands

5. How to pick your
colleagues’ brains

6. EU financial and economic
governance

7. Real time auditing



Round 3

1. Innovative reporting
in audits

2. Go green:
environmental
auditing

3. Combating fraud
through (IT) audit

4. Follow the money!

5. How to pick your
colleagues’ brains

Idea description
Break barriers in knowledge sharing

Within your SAI

Between SAIs

Innovate

Internal
knowledge
sharing

Leadership & management
1 pool of auditors (no matrix)

Leadership overview

Joint auditsPerformance + Financial Audits = team

Formal Communication

Organise monthly meetings

Periodic meetings between financial
& performance

Briefings
Management at planning stage

Auditors at audit stage

Weekly meetings to share info
relating to clients

Informal CommunicationInformal

Updates

Chats

Meetings

IT solutions

Network for uploading information

Data from IT-systems open for
auditors not only managers

Develop new software with data on
clients that whole team (financial &
performance) can use

Internal twitter, informal means to communicate

Personal attitude
Readiness to share knowledge & cooperate

Checklist who did you contact internally/
externally when planning an audit?

Client relationsCancel contact person

Knowledge
sharing between
SAIs

Translate (access to
knowledge)

English summaries of reports

Subscribe to SAIs newsletters

We can do it in 4 steps

Make a summary

Make a summary also in English

Make it searchable (like Google)

Direct contact with authors

Contact points

Use international office: may be a
hub of knowledge

Central contact list

Phone more often

Databases

Place where SAIs would upload reports
In English

With contact info

Databases rarely work
Costly to maintain

Rarely know if they're used

Top managementAuditor General to agree on content

ConferencesDoing more conferences like YES

Use of expertsInvite experts from other SAIs to give workshops

Social media networks

Something like PLEIO

Informal social network

One platform/ website for all SAIs

Country
Denmark

6. EU financial and economic
governance

Idea descriptionNew area of audit: macro financial assistance
in case of loans to member state

Innovate

Key
preparation
steps

1 risk analysis

What are major problems?

What are the main reasons for the problems?

What are the most
important consequences?

Inappropriate design

Weak implementation

Desired outcomes not realized

2 audit questions

3 audit methodology

Challenges

1. Crisis situation <-> limit audit evidence

2. Many judgemental issues (macro and fiscal forecast)

3. The conditionality is only a subset of
measures that countries undertake

4. State sovereignty; where to draw the line?

5. The scale of conditionality can
depend on soft factors

Country
European Court of Auditors

7. Real time auditing

Idea descriptionReal Time audit is an audit during the
execution of a public project

Innovate

Auditing during the project, instead of
auditing after the project

After a project there are lessons
learned, but the money is spend
anyway

Can lead to adjustments
during a project

SAI Germany involved in real time
audit of a bridge over the Rhine

Helped better defining the project and
saving a lot of (tax payer’s) money

ChallengesBe aware not to loose
independence

To much involvement can make it
hard for critical evaluation later in the
process

There can be a change that a SAI has
to audits its ‘own recommendations’

Not all SAIs have the mandate for
audits during a public project

Country
Germany



Round 4

1. Building
successful
partnerships

Idea descriptionUsed to writing a report but now we use a
network with common interests

Innovate

Search for partners (SAIs, departments, etc)
with common interests to build a network
which can influence the NATO

ChallengesMore impact, try to get more effect
from the findings (NATO-Finance)

Country
The Netherlands

2. Impact:
audit with a
twist

Idea description
To increase the impact
of SAIs output

Effect

Influence

Consequence

Innovate

Before audit

Involve public & risk assessment

Communicate with auditee > find a common ground

Communicate audit role plan with public

Educate children on role SAI

Make role of SAI visible in general

During audit

Cooperation with auditee > common goal

Open discussion with auditee (try to
understand each other)

Share preliminary results with e.g. experts

Use mediation between SAI & Auditee

After audit

Impact award

Targeted communication to specific group

Share output on social media

Follow up procedure

PR officer (react to criticism)

Real-time with other control
institutions (prosecutors)

Challenges
SAIs plans change along the wayWhen it happens: explain why

How to measure impact
beyond the obvious

Accept that sometimes impact
cannot be treasured

Country
The Netherlands

3. Geospatial
auditing

Idea description
How to use geo-information of public spending

Innovate

Evaluating government policy with geospatial
information (to redesign infrastructure/ public
transport)

Challenges

Knowledge of complex computer programs

Reliability of innovation

Resistance to use new technology

Use visuals

Combining information/ datasets/ layers

Use data of the crowd (smartphones etc)

Trial and error

Country
The Netherlands

4. No small beer:
Local auditing

Idea description
Cooperation between national/ regional/ local SAIs

Main message

1 raise awareness of local SAIs

2 improve cooperation &
coordination

3 initiate multi-level audits top-down!

4 local SAIs have added value because
they know the region

More commitment of parliament

Country
The Netherlands and Austria (Tirol)

5. Open data

Idea descriptionUse open data in research

More transparency in society

Innovate
More insights

Compare data

Easy to get data

Real time information

Challenges
Manipulation of data

Reliability of information

Knowledge of complex computer systems

Country
European Commission

6. Education
innovated:
e-learning

Idea description
What makes  e-learnning work?

Best
practices
from IDI

1 composition

Readings

Exercises

Discussions

2 how to make people do
their homework?

Motivation (rewardset)

Mentoring

Discussion forums (interactivity)

3 duration

Critical elements

Cost/ benefits e-learning course vs
normal course

Keep it interesting

PDF

YouTube

Flash

Skype

Country
Norway, INTOSAI Development Initiative


